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ABSTRACT
The design of training exercises within the U.S Army involves simulating the real-world operational environment
(OE) to the greatest extent possible. The increasing availability of public information relevant to the OE represents
both opportunities and challenges for training and exercise planners. In this paper we examine using open-source
event data as intelligence content by providing a faceted search capability based on an OE ontology. Event data is
useful for exercise design not only because it informs the OE, but because events are used to motivate training tasks
when the exercise is actually conducted. The news articles used as sources for event-mining systems can contain a
variety of useful references to OE elements, including enumerations of intentional acts (violence, protests,
diplomacy), and actors (victims, perpetrators) in a given area, as well as intangible variables such as effects upon
regional stability and the mood of the populace. Many of these parameters are parsed and coded by event mining
systems such as the Global Database of Events, Languages and Tone (GDELT) and the Integrated Crises Early
Warning System (ICEWS). Further, these systems use a common taxonomy for event coding. Our OE ontology
allows these data sets to be searched using terms that are familiar to unit commanders by mapping the event codes to
OE taxonomies and lexicons used by the Army. We apply our ontology to build a search application hosted in our
OE Enterprise Repository, a data store built on the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) Big Data Platform.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
In the late 1960s researchers began examining the idea that publicly available news reports could be used as data for
a quantitative approach to foreign policy analysis (Schrodt, 1995). In recent decades, the growth of web accessible
news combined with advances in automated systems for natural language processing have been a boon to this area
of research, and has led to the success of several high-profile event mining projects (Beieler, 2016). Novel uses of
event data, enabled in part by the greater accessibility of big data technologies to software developers and analysts,
continue to appear. Our team, which supports the US Army TRADOC G27 Operational Environment Training
Support Center (OE TSC) at Fort Eustis, is interested in using event data in the development of training exercises
and simulations.
An area where quantitative foreign policy analysis overlaps with Army training is the need to understand the
defining characteristics of a given region, both physical and intangible. Examples include the capabilities of the
military, the demographics and strongly held beliefs of the population, and the stability of the government. From the
perspective of a training developer, any such characteristic that bears on decisions of a military commander are part
of the OE. Replicating the OE in the training environment is a key part of the home station exercise design process
and factors heavily in the design of algorithms used in simulations. Because of this overlap between the design of
event mining systems and the needs of Army training developers, event data contains features that can inform the
OE. In this paper, we look at how this event data could serve training and simulation purposes more effectively.
Exercise/Training Design and the Operational Environment
The definition of the operational environment referenced by Army Training Circular 7-101 Exercise Design is "a
composite of the conditions, circumstances, and influences that affect the employment of capabilities and bear on
the decisions of the commander." To help the process of working inside such a broad subject, the OE is broken
down into eight categories known as the operational variables. The operational variables are political, military,
economic, social, information, infrastructure, physical environment, and time (known as PMESII-PT) (ADP 3-0,
2016). The eight variables and their sub variables describe the OE in terms that relate to specific situations as well
as threat capabilities (Table 1).
The PMESII-PT variables produce a coherent profile of the exercise conditions that can be applied to multi-level
training exercises and small-unit (brigade and below) training exercises alike. The Army’s increased capability to
integrate virtual, gaming, and constructive simulations with live training, along with the increased need for joint and
multi-echelon training, requires exercise planners to develop a detailed and consistent OE for each training event.
The process frequently includes creating storylines that are used to motivate the activities of the soldiers and role
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players when an exercise is conducted. Key events within such storylines may include riots, mass casualties, and
missing personnel. TC 7-101 again advises the use of PMESII-PT to guide the development of these events. The
G27 has recently completed a survey of simulation capabilities that leverage the PMESII-PT perspective, or
something like it, in their implementation (Lee and Moyers, 2016). There are 23 active projects on this list.
Table 1. PMESII-PT variables and sub variables (TC 7-101, 2010)

In addition to PMESII-PT, there are several similar structures used by the Army for understanding the OE. The
ASCOPE variables (areas, structures, capabilities, organizations, people and events) are used in civil affairs
operations (FM 3-24, 2006). The recently developed Socio-Cultural Analysis Framework (SCAF) also focuses on
the human domain (GCKN, 2016). The DIMEFIL (diplomatic, informational, military, economic, financial,
intelligence and law enforcement) framework was devised to categorize "instruments of national power" (FM 305.130, 2008). Clearly the task of understanding the OE benefits from having a taxonomy for categorizing the
topics of concern. For this reason we are interested in building a crosswalk between these taxonomies and the data
produced by event mining systems.
Coded Event Data
An event, in the context of an event mining system, is a collection of coded fields distilled from a news article. Each
coded event usually has three main parts: the source actor, the target actor, and the event type. An article describing
a demand by the government of Iran for Saudi Arabian authorities to release an Iranian citizen from prison might be
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coded with the Iraqi prime-minister as the source actor, the Saudi Arabian envoy as the target actor, and use event
type “demand release of persons or property.” Large repositories of such event data are available from a number of
sources. An example developed by the US DoD is the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS), designed
to provide situational understanding, forecasting and sentiment analysis (O’Brien, 2010). The Phoenix Project by
the Open Event Data Alliance publishes both event data and the source code for the mining system itself (Schrodt et
al., 2014). The Global Database of Events, Languages and Tone (GDELT), created by researcher Kalev Leetaru,
publishes coded events and several other related data sets updated every quarter hour (Leetaru and Schrodt, 2013).
While many other sources of event data exist, just these three contain tens of millions of events available for public
use, including a subset of the ICEWS events.
Remarkably, the three projects listed above all use a common taxonomy for assigning event codes: the Conflict and
Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO) framework. Released initially in 2002, CAMEO prescribes actor and verb
codes in a who-did-what-to-whom format. The version of CAMEO used by GDELT contains just over 300 verb
codes, ranging from the benign "Make Public Statement" (code 01) to the severe "Detonate Nuclear Weapons" (code
2042) (Schrodt, 2012). CAMEO also specifies an extensive system for codifying actors, including information such
as nationality, ethnicity, religion and role (e.g. military, government, opposition). Strings of three-letter codes are
used to identify each known attribute of the actor. These three-letter strings are concatenated to create actor codes of
arbitrary length. For example, a sentence mentioning Syrian rebels could have an actor coding of SYRREB. Other
common event fields include the location of the event, and metrics related to the severity of the action and the tone
of the text in the source article.
The fact that CAMEO is so widely used benefits our effort to reuse event data for replicating the OE. Event verbs
are clearly relevant to exercise storylines. The key event examples given in TC 7-101 can all be found nearly wordfor-word in the CAMEO taxonomy. The CAMEO actor fields also match many of the factors needed to describe
appropriate roles for training exercises and simulations. CAMEO therefore provides a promising conduit for our
crosswalk between OE taxonomies and coded events.

UNDERSTANDING EVENTS IN AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT CONTEXT
Using Operational Variables as Metrics
Event data sets are useful as input to a wide range of simulation and analysis systems because they contain discrete,
quantifiable elements. The actor and verb codes, geographic location data, and other metrics can all be counted,
plotted, or otherwise measured in ways that would be difficult or impossible using only the original news articles. In
a search interface, these parameters suggest themselves as facet fields, like the categories on shopping web sites that
let the user filter their search results by price range or brand name. To further leverage the faceted approach
specifically for the OE, we examined measuring the relevance of each CAMEO verb code against each operational
variable in the PMESII-PT framework. A CAMEO code of 'Appeal for economic cooperation' for example, would
score a maximum relevance to the economic variable in PMESII-PT, and less relevant to the other variables.
For our prototype search application, we applied a relevance scale of zero to four, with zero indicating no relevance
between the event code and the operational variable, and four indicating the highest relevance. Because PMESII-PT
has eight variables, each CAMEO code would receive an eight-digit relevance vector. By assigning numerical
scores in this way, we can build a faceted search interface that presents a rough profile of OE relevance for any
collection of coded events. Filtering events based on their PMESII-PT score enables a user to tailor the result set to
the main OE variables of interest. These results can be used, for example, to inform the development of storylines
and key events for exercises that emphasize a given OE variable.
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A similar CAMEO mapping process can be applied using ASCOPE, DIMEFIL or other systems instead of or in
addition to PMESII-PT. Because many of the tools used for operational and intelligence analysis rely on one or
more of these categorization schemes, the mapping process can improve the utility of the event information. We
believe this technique can effectively tailor the view of the OE along a given axis of interest, within a given
framework, to benefit a variety of tools, methods and processes.
Assigning Relevance Scores
The process of assigning a relevance score from a CAMEO verb code to an operational PMESII-PT variable as
described above is part objective analysis and part subjective interpretation. Many of the verb codes have a
relatively clear emphasis on one or two PMESII-PT or ASCOPE variables, whereas others are less easy to score
without additional information. However, because our primary use case in this work is to guide the process of
finding events, we expect that some mismatches between the relevance scoring approach and the mindset of an end
user should not completely overshadow the benefits. Still, the process of assigning scores should be conducted
against some ground rules, or at least a consistent perspective. For this exercise, we assign relevance from the
perspective of the commander tasked with developing a training exercise with key events well aligned to the OE.
Built-In Metrics
Our proposed relevance mapping technique scores CAMEO verbs purely on how well the event fits into the
category described by an operational variable. This approach would, for example, assign the maximum relevance to
PMESII-PT military for both verb codes “Use conventional military force” and “Ease military blockade.” GDELT,
ICEWS and Phoenix events all include additional metrics that can help us further distinguish these events based on
their impact to the OE. GDELT rates each verb code on the Goldstein scale, a number from -10 to +10 that measures
the “impact to the stability of the region.” (Leetaru & Schrodt, 2013) The previous examples score -10 and +9
respectively on this scale. Each event is also assigned an “average tone” ranging from -100 to +100, assigned based
on the severity or consequences of the event. Tone values consider the actual content of the article that generated
the event, so that unlike the Goldstein scale, events with the same code can have different tone values. A massive
riot would share the same event code as a smaller riot, but would receive a more negative tone value. We can
leverage these metrics as additional search facets or to adjust the relevance scores.

IMPLEMENTATION
The OE Ontology
To implement our prototype event search interface, we extend a big data software system called the OE Enterprise
Repository currently in the early stages of development at the OE TSC. A key component of this system is the OE
ontology (OEO) developed by the G-27 and used to organize the objects in the database. We use an ontology
because it facilitates semantic search, and because experience has shown that storing OE data lends itself to using
graph-based structures. Also, ontologies are often used in causal and predictive analysis, topics of keen interest to
both military and civilian researchers.
The OEO is a domain ontology designed to accommodate every kind of entity relevant to the operational
environment. Because of the breadth of this topic, we extend the OEO from the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO)
(Smith et al., 2005) and the Information Artifact Ontologies (IAO) (Smith et al., 2013). The BFO and IAO are
established high level ontologies used in a variety of fields that will allow the OEO to benefit from the existing
semantics. The IAO for example has classes for "Measurement Information Content Entity" and "Code", which can
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serve as parent classes for our relevance metrics and the CAMEO codes, respectively. A section of the OE
ontology, shown with lineage through the IAO and BFO, is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Rendering of ontology classes and relationships with one sample instance:
“Kazakhstan delivers humanitarian aid to Syria.”
With the proper placement of classes for events, event codes, and relevance codes in their respective ontologies, we
then develop the relationships that will facilitate human or automated reasoning. This is done by adding
relationships in addition to the standard hierarchical has-subtype relationship. For example, there are two important
is-about relationships in the IAO: designates and describes. The designates relationship lets us capture the fact that
a report about Kazakhstan delivering humanitarian aid to Syria would be assigned a CAMEO verb code “Act of
Providing Humanitarian Aid." The describes relationship can capture any PMESII-PT score that has been assigned
to this code. These connections also support faceted searching by activity type, event code, or relevance rating.
The OE Enterprise Repository and the Big Data Platform
To facilitate rapid ingestion and search of large data sets like the GDELT and ICEWS event data, the OE Enterprise
Repository required a horizontally scalable big data architecture. We selected the DISA Big Data Platform (BDP)
(Landreth & Bart, 2015) as our baseline framework. The BDP was originally developed by DISA to support cyber
security analysis as part of the Joint Regional Security Stack (JRSS). Key characteristics of the BDP stack that led
to its selection for our efforts include:




Accredited for processing classified information
Modular architecture that allows us to only install the required components and to add new components as
required.
A complete semantic data stack based on the Navy’s RYA implementation of RDF on Accumulo
(Crainiceanu et al., 2012, Punnoose et al., 2015).
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On top of the BDP we are using an entity meta-model framework developed by InCadence called Coalesce.
Coalesce provides a flexible approach to entity definitions and attributes through a consistent well defined
application programming interface. Coalesce also has a modular data persistence architecture that allows multiple
persistence mechanisms to be used in parallel to support optimized access to the data based on the application
requirements.
Our long-term objective with this architecture is to deliver a fully linked knowledge graph representation of the OE
that supports search, reasoning, and analytics. Figure 2 shows the key elements of the OE Enterprise Repository.

Figure 2. The OE Enterprise Repository architecture overview with sample data set types,
important uses cases and key enabling tools/technologies identified.
A Prototype Search UI
To show the operational utility of using OE variables as facets, we developed a map-based search tool for coded
events. The events were downloaded from the GDELT project website and ingested into the OE Enterprise
Repository, and PMESII-PT relevance scores were assigned to each CAMEO code. The search interface is shown
in Figure 3.
Circular event markers are rendered on the map at the coded event locations, colored based on positive or negative
average tone (red/blue) or Goldstein scale score (not shown). Circle diameter is proportional to the magnitude of the
average tone or Goldstein scale value. The bar chart in the upper left shows the average score of all the events
currently drawn on the map in each of the PMESII-PT variables. The sliders under the bar chart filter the event data,
hiding any event whose PMESII-PT score is lower than the slider value. Once the filters have been applied, the bar
chart is updated based on the scores of the remaining events. Individual event descriptions can be viewed by
clicking the markers. Actor demographics such as ethnicity, religion and role are rendered as pie charts.
With this interface we are able, through the process of filtering and rendering, to quickly tune the result set to match
a desired OE profile. Even a few iterations can narrow tens of thousands of events into a small collection that could
easily be read through by the user. For recent events GDELT often provides the URL of the original news item. For
some use cases, such as authoring key events in an exercise, we expect the ability to find and examine the original
news articles could be the end goal. In this case PMESII-PT filtering simply provides a potential shortcut to web
based news search. In other cases, where collections of events or actors are needed as inputs to a simulation, the
coded data itself or the meta-data could prove useful.
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Figure 3: Elements of an Event Search Interface Using PMESII-PT Facets
Another effect of browsing event data and reading the original source news is that the user gains some insight into
the quality of the coding systems. Coding accuracy rates are sometimes documented by the mining system
developers or other researchers (Schrodt, 2015). These rates should be considered when using event data for any
process without a human in the loop.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Looking at coded event data through the lens of operational variables such as PMESII-PT has several advantages
over traditional web search for the purposes of building training exercises and simulations. It allows a faceted
filtering of a large data set along an axis of interest to the end user, even though the names of the variables may
never appear in the event description. The combination of map features and tone metrics also provides capabilities
not readily available in a news-search approach. Shortcomings of the coded events such as miscoding and
irrelevance can still impact the utility of this system. Techniques for minimizing this impact through interface
features or additional algorithms will likely be informed by the needs of the specific use case.
In the survey of simulations and tools conducted by Lee and Moyers, frequent mention is made of event related
concepts such as actors, actions, mood, and sentiment. Some of these tools already make use of or produce coded
events. Using our mapping technique could benefit the ability of these systems to respond to users with an interest
in a set of operational variables. Identifying or creating real or fictitious role players or organizations is part of the
preparation of input data for some of these tools, in addition to being a key part of exercise design. The extensive
actor data associated with coded events seems a promising source of information to populate this input. Further,
several of the tools identified in the survey have a causal and predictive analysis component (ICEWS among them).
Effective predictive analytics and causal analysis will require a wide range of data extraction and tagging
techniques. Coding of events against a semantically consistent ontology, and scoring events along vectors (e.g.
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PMESII, ASCOPE) will provide additional information against which predictive analytics can operate. Codes and
scores as we have described provide for natural clustering of events along well defined dimensions which will
support analytics.
Our experience with the prototype interface raised several potentially interesting areas of future work. The OE
mapping process might be improved by considering both the actor codes and the event codes to build a PMESII-PT
vector. A code of “attempt to assassinate” could be more or less relevant to the military, political, social, and even
economic variables depending on who made the attempt or the identity of the target. Also, the many of the OE
categorization systems or loose taxonomies are hierarchical. PMESII-PT and SCAF for example both have subvariables under each root category. Extending the CAMEO mapping down to these sub variables, combined with
using actor codes to inform the relevance score, could provide greater resolution for specific use cases. Long term
analytic approaches that leverage actor codes, sentiment and other variables can be defined to automatically
compute the relevance scores. In addition, by storing the actors and events in a linked semantic store, analytics can
be developed to explore the causal impacts of actors and events on the OE.
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